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1 abroad в чужбина My mother worked abroad for 5 years.
2 accept приемам I accept your apology.
3 accuse обвинявам Before you accuse him of lying, know the facts.
4 acquire придобивам How long will it take to acquire the necessary skills?
5 actor актьор George Clooney is my favorite actor.
6 actually всъщност I didn't want to say anything without actually reading the letter first.
7 admire възхищавам се Let's just sit and admire the view.
8 admit признавам Don't be afraid to admit to your mistakes.
9 affect повлиявам Their opinion will not affect my decision.
10 age възраст She needs more friends of her own age.
11 agenda програма The next item on the agenda is the budget.
12 agree съгласявам се I agree with her opinion of the movie we saw last night.
13 airport летище I waited at the airport for 3 hours due to the snow storm.
14 alike еднакво My sister and I do not look alike.
15 aloud на глас The teacher listened to the children reading aloud.
16 altitude височина We are flying at an altitude of 6000 metres.
17 always винаги There's always somebody at home in the evenings.
18 ambitious амбициозен Ambitious students study very hard.
19 anger гняв John slammed his fist on the desk in anger.
20 angle ъгъл The photo was taken from an unusual angle.
21 animal животно I saw an interesting animal in the forest.
22 annoy дразня His constant joking was beginning to annoy her.
23 annual годишен The annual school concert was held at the theater.
24 apology извинение You owe him an apology for what you said.
25 apply прилагам The students should be able to apply their knowledge in practice.
26 arm ръка They walked along arm in arm. 
27 around около We arrived at the hotel around 5 o'clock.

28 art изкуство Best works of the traditional Bulgarian art were presented at the 
gallery.

29 athlete атлет My brother is a good athlete and exercises everyday. 
30 attempt опит I passed my driving test on my first attempt.
31 bald плешив He started going bald in his twenties.
32 ballet балет ‘Swan Lake’ is my favorite ballet.
33 bank банка I will go to the bank to get some money from my account.
34 bargain изгодна сделка The car is a bargain at that price.
35 barrier бариера The crowd had to stand behind а barrier.
36 bead мънисто A bead fell from her bracelet and she was trying to find it on the floor.
37 beaver бобър When I was in Canada I saw a beaver in the river.
38 because защото I came late because there was a traffic jam in the center of the town.

39 behaviour/ 
behavior поведение I do not like your behaviour - you should be more polite and friendly.

40 beige бежов I have a new beige coat. 
41 bell звънец I had to ring the bell as the door was locked.
42 benefit полза The benefit of this trip was the great photo album I created.   
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43 best най-добър Maria is my best friend.
44 birthday рожден ден My birthday is on December 27th.
45 bicycle велосипед I ride my bicycle every evening for at least an hour.
46 bite хапя Does your dog bite?
47 blade острие The blade of this knife is very sharp.
48 blank празен Write on one side of the paper and leave the other side blank.
49 blessing благословия They got married with their parents' blessing.
50 bloom цъфтя The tulips will bloom in early spring.
51 boat лодка We took a boat to get to the nearby island.
52 body тяло She had injuries to her head and body.
53 boil варя I will boil potatoes and will make a salad for dinner.
54 boomerang бумеранг А boomerang can be used as а hunting weapon.
55 borrow вземам назаем I will borrow her leather jacket for the party.
56 bottom дъно I found some coins at the bottom of my bag.
57 bottle бутилка I bought a bottle of water.
58 box кутия I keep all my money in a metal box.
59 brand марка Which brand of toothpaste do you use?
60 brave смел I wasn't brave enough to tell her what I thought of her.
61 breed порода A new breed of dogs was presented at the pet exhibition.
62 brick тухла A brick from the wall fell and hit the man.
63 brother брат My brother is older than me.
64 bubble балонче She made a big bubble with her gum.
65 bucket кофа We need a plastic bucket for the bathroom.
66 busy зает I was busy with my homework last night.
67 butterfly пеперуда A saw a beautiful butterfly in the rose garden.
68 buy купувам I will buy a gift for my sister's birthday.
69 cabbage зеле Rabbits like carrots and cabbage.
70 cage клетка The bird in the cage does not sing.
71 cake торта My birthday cake was so delicious.
72 calm спокоен Her voice was surprisingly calm.

73 camel камила A camel is an animal with a long neck and one or two humps on its 
back.

74 cancel отменям We had to cancel the picnic because of the bad weather.
75 careless небрежен He seems careless of his own safety.
76 carnival карнавал The carnival in Rio de Janeiro is the biggest in the world.
77 carpet килим I have a woolen carpet on the floor in my room.
78 carrot морков I cut a carrot and put it in the soup.
79 cash пари в брой Payments can be made by bank transfer or in cash.
80 chain верига Remember to put the chain on the door when you lock it.
81 chalk тебешир The kids like to draw with chalk.
82 champion шампион Barcelona is the current soccer champion in Spain.
83 change променям Wait for the traffic lights to change.
84 cheap евтин Cycling is a cheap way to get around.
85 child дете When I was a child, I lived in Varna.
86 choir хор She sings in the school choir.
87 city град Sofia is the biggest city in Bulgaria.
88 clap ръкопляскам Clap your hands if you like the song.
89 clean чист I can't find a clean shirt in my wardrobe.
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90 close затварям The doors open and close automatically.
91 coat палто I wear a warm coat in winter. 
92 coincide съвпадам It's a pity our trips to New York don't coincide.
93 collapse рухвам This building could collapse even as the result of a light earthquake.
94 combine комбинирам You should try to combine exercise with a healthy diet.

95 computer компютър I do not use my personal computer anymore because I have a new 
tablet.

96 confident уверен I'm confident that you will get the job.
97 confuse обърквам People often confuse me and my twin sister.
98 cook готвя Where did you learn to cook?
99 copy копирам I will copy your passport and will give it back to you.
100 cosy/cozy уютен We live in a small cosy house.
101 country страна It's good to meet people from different parts of the country.

102 cousin братовчед, 
братовчедка He's a distant cousin of mine.

103 cream сметана Would you like milk or cream in your coffee?
104 creature създание She was an exotic creature with long red hair and brilliant green eyes.
105 crowd тълпа He pushed his way through the crowd.
106 cry плача The little boy fell over and started to cry.
107 culture култура Venice is a beautiful city full of culture and history.
108 curve завой The driver lost control of the car on a curve and hit a tree.
109 dance танц The next dance will be a waltz.
110 date дата Write today's date at the top of the page.
111 day ден Take this medicine three times a day.
112 dear скъп Her daughter is very dear to her.
113 dedicate посвещавам I will dedicate this book to my parents.
114 decorate украсявам I will decorate the cake to look like a car.
115 decrease намалявам People should decrease the amount of sugar they eat.
116 deep дълбок The water is only a few inches deep.
117 defend защитавам Troops have been sent to defend the borders.
118 dentist зъболекар My dentist takes good care of my teeth.
119 dessert десерт I will have dessert after dinner.
120 detail подробност He was listening carefully, absorbing every detail of the story.
121 difficult труден The exam questions were quite difficult.
122 dinner вечеря What time do you serve dinner?
123 disappear изчезвам The car will disappear soon behind the curve.
124 diet диета I decided to go on a diet.
125 dish ястие This makes an excellent main dish. 
126 design дизайн The magazine will appear with a new design from next month.
127 distance разстояние In the US, distance is measured in miles.
128 disturb безпокоя The baby is sleeping, please do not disturb him.
129 doctor лекар You'd better see a doctor about that cough.
130 doll кукла The young girl was playing with a doll in her room.
131 draw рисувам I tried to draw an elephant.
132 dress рокля Her wedding dress was really beautiful.
133 drink пия I drink my coffee with milk every morning.
134 during по време на Please remain seated during the performance.
135 dust прах The books were covered with dust.
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136 each всеки Each correct answer is worth 20 points.
137 early рано I go for a walk everyday before work.
138 east изток The wind was blowing from the east.
139 educate образовам The campaign help educate the public about the environment.
140 efficient ефикасен We offer a fast, friendly and efficient service.
141 eight осем Only eight people work in the office.
142 electricity електричество The electricity is off today and we can not use the computers.
143 embarrass притеснявам I didn't want to embarrass her by kissing her in front of her friends.
144 empty празен The theatre was half empty.
145 enjoy наслаждавам се I hope you enjoy your trip.
146 enthusiastic ентусиазиран She was very enthusiastic about visiting Spain.
147 envelope плик Put the stamp on the envelope.
148 evaluate оценявам We need to evaluate the results of the training.
149 evening вечер What do you usually do in the evening?
150 example пример Can you give me an example of what you mean?
151 excellent отличен She speaks excellent English.
152 experiment експеримент We were not satisfied with the results of the experiment.
153 explore изследвам They will explore the land south of the border.
154 face лице The expression on his face never changed.
155 fact факт I could no longer ignore the fact that he was very unhappy.
156 fair справедлив The punishment was very fair.
157 family семейство The support of family and friends is vital.
158 famous известен Charles Dickens is one of Britain's most famous writers.
159 far далече The beach is not far from the hotel.
160 favour/favor услуга Could you do me a favour and pick up Maria from school today?
161 feature особеност His eyes are his most striking feature.
162 field поле We camped in a field near the village.
163 fire огън The campers sang songs around the fire.
164 flash светкавица I will need to use a flash for this shot; the light isn't good enough.
165 forward напред He took two steps forward.
166 freedom свобода He finally won his freedom after twenty years in jail.

167 frequent честo случващ се We make frequent trips to Greece since it is so close.

168 foggy мъглив The car was moving slowly along the foggy road.
169 frank откровен He was very frank about his problems with his mother.
170 fresh свеж You should eat plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables.
171 full пълен My backpack is full of books.
172 future бъдеще We need to plan for the future.
173 gallery галерия We saw a wonderful exhibition at a small art gallery.
174 game игра Let's play a game instead of just sitting and talking.
175 generation поколение My generation grew up with the music of Beatles.
176 gentle вежлив My grandfather is a quiet and gentle man.

177 glamour/ 
glamor блясък Young actors have been attracted by the glamour of Hollywood.

178 glow светя The candles glow in the darkness.
179 grammar граматика I do not find English grammar so difficult.
180 grab грабвам Let's grab a sandwich before we go.
181 grass трева The kids played soccer on the grass.
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182 grey сив My grandmother has grey hair.
183 gross гадно Don't pick your nose, it is gross!
184 guess предполагам I guess you'll be looking for a new job now.
185 guitar китара She plays the guitar in a band.
186 habit навик I'm trying to break the habit of staying up too late.
187 handle дръжка She turned the handle and opened the door.
188 happy щастлив I like books and movies with happy ending.
189 hear чувам I couldn't hear anything because it was too noisy.
190 healthy здрав I eat a lot of fruit to stay healthy through the winter. 
191 heart сърце I could feel my heart beating in my chest. 
192 heel токче The heel of her shoe broke and she almost fell to the ground.
193 hike излет They went on a hike through the forest.
194 hive кошер We built a new hive in our yard for the honey bees.
195 hole дупка He dug a deep hole in the garden to plant a new tree.
196 hollow хралупа The squirrel disappeared into a hollow at the base of the tree.
197 honour/ honor чест It was a great honour to be invited here today.
198 hopeless безнадежден He felt that his life was a hopeless mess.
199 hostile враждебен The new policy got a hostile reception from the class.
200 hundred сто That happened a hundred years ago.
201 idea идея The birthday party was Jane's idea.
202 imagination въображение With a little imagination, you could turn this place into a palace.
203 immediately веднага Turn right immediately after the church.
204 incredible невероятен The hotel was incredible - so clean and beautiful.
205 informal неофициален She wore an informal dress to the afternoon meeting.
206 ink мастило He sent her a message written in an invisible ink.
207 insecure несигурен He's very insecure about his future.
208 insignificant незначителен He made her feel insignificant and stupid.
209 inspire вдъхновявам Actors inspire the kids with their enthusiasm.
210 interrupt прекъсвам Sorry to interrupt, but there's someone to see you.
211 invent изобретявам I want to invent a new product to sell on the market.
212 iron желязо The old axe is made of iron.
213 jam конфитюр I always put cherry jam on my pancakes. 
214 job работа She took a job as a waitress.

215 join присъединявам 
се Would you like to join us for dinner?

216 juggle жонглирам My uncle taught me to juggle with tennis balls.
217 junior младежки He is the world junior tennis champion.
218 jump скачам I like to jump rope with my friends. 
219 keep държа I will keep my spare keys in this drawer.
220 kiss целувка Our last kiss on the balcony was so romantic.

221 kingdom кралство They couldn't find a husband for the princess anywhere in the whole 
kingdom. 

222 kitchen кухня We bought a new table and chairs for the kitchen.
223 knock чукам I will knock three times on the door. That will be our signal.

224 knight рицар The young knight jumped from the horse and started fighting his 
enemies. 

225 label етикет The washing instructions are on the label.
226 ladder стълбa I will have to climb up the ladder in order to fix the lamp.
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227 landmark забележителност The St. Sofia statue is a familiar landmark in the center of Sofia. 
228 laundry пране My mom has to iron a big pile of laundry. 

229 lawyer адвокат If you want to become a lawyer you have to study law at the 
university. 

230 leader водач He became a leader within his community.
231 leaf листо A yellow leaf fell from the tree.
232 legend легенда This is a very sad legend about a man who made a terrible mistake.
233 length дължина The snake usually reaches a length of 1 m.

234 library библиотека The university library received some new books from the publishing 
company.

235 liquid течност Water is a liquid.
236 listen слушам Listen to the conversation and answer the questions that follow.
237 local местен It was difficult to understand the local dialect.
238 lottery лотария He won a new TV from the national lottery.
239 luggage багаж There's only room for one more piece of luggage.
240 lung бял дроб His years of smoking caused damage to his right lung.
241 magnet магнит I bought this fridge magnet during my last trip to Istanbul.
242 maintenance поддръжка The school pays for the heating and the maintenance of the building.
243 majority болшинство The majority of people seem to prefer TV to radio.
244 mankind човечество This is an invention for the good of all mankind.
245 many много There are too many mistakes in this essay.
246 marathon маратон Each person has to run 42 kilometers in a marathon.
247 market пазар There is a covered market in the town centre.
248 marriage сватба Their marriage took place in a local church.
249 mash мачкам Mash the fruit up so that the baby can eat it.
250 maze лабиринт A maze of narrow alleys leads down to the sea.
251 meaning значение What is the meaning of this word?
252 meat месо Vegetarians do not eat meat.
253 meet срещам Let's meet for a coffee after work.
254 mention споменавам Don't mention it to anybody.
255 message съобщение I left a message on her voicemail.
256 messy разхвърлян After the kids visit their grandmother the house is always messy.
257 modest скромен She's very modest about her success.
258 money пари I will go to the exchange bureau to change some money into еuros.
259 morning сутрин She works hard from morning to night.
260 mouse мишка The cat chased the mouse out the door.

261 moustache/ 
mustache мустак He has a very long moustache. 

262 multiply умножавам What is the answer when you multiply 3 by 4?
263 music музика She could hear music playing somewhere.
264 mystery загадка It's a complete mystery to me why they chose him.
265 nail нокът I broke my finger nail when opening the package.
266 name име What is the name of the town where you live?
267 nature природа We enjoyed the beautiful nature.
268 near близо The supermarket is very near to the station.
269 neck врат A giraffe has a very long neck.
270 necessary необходимо If necessary, you can contact me at home.
271 need необходимост I feel a need to talk to you about it.
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272 nest гнездо There is a bird's nest in the tree.
273 night нощ These animals only come out at night.
274 noise шум We had to shout above the noise of the traffic.
275 north север The Danube lies to the north of Pleven.
276 oak дъб This table is made of solid oak.
277 obligation задължение You are under no obligation to buy anything.
278 observe наблюдавам I want you to observe her teaching.
279 octopus октопод The octopus has eight long arms with suckers on them.
280 offend обиждам Neil did not mean to offend anybody with his joke.
281 oil петрол They drilled for oil in the sea.
282 opinion мнение He was asked to give his honest opinion.
283 opposite срещуположен John and Mary sat at opposite ends of the table.
284 ordinary обикновен Although the restaurant was expensive, the meal was very ordinary.
285 outside отвън You can't open the door from the outside.
286 own притежавам I want to own a big house one day.
287 page страница Open your books to page 10.
288 paint боя The paint is starting to peel off of the wall.
289 pair чифт I received a new pair of shoes for Christmas.
290 paper хартия This journal is available in paper and electronic form.
291 paragraph параграф Write a paragraph on each of the topics given below.
292 parsley магданоз Parsley is my favorite herb.
293 partial частичен It was only a partial solution to the problem.
294 passion страст Music is his passion.
295 past минало I used to go there often in the past.
296 path пътека The path led up a steep hill. 
297 paw лапа My cat injured its left paw.
298 pay плащам How much did you pay for your house?
299 peach праскова I will eat a peach for lunch.
300 peacock паун The male peacock can spread out its tail like a fan.
301 pear круша I picked a pear from the tree in the garden.
302 pen химикалка I didn't have a pen and couldn't do my homework.
303 pepper пипер I enjoy a lot of black pepper with my meals.
304 perfect съвършен It was a perfect day for a picnic.
305 person човек He's just the person we need for the job.

306 persuade убеждавам I always manage to persuade my mom to buy ice cream when she 
goes to the store. 

307 pet домашен 
любимец Our family pet is a cat.

308 photo снимка I will take a photo of you on the stage.
309 phrase фраза The first phrase of his speech got our attention.
310 physics физика Physics has made great progress in XX century.
311 picnic пикник It's a nice day - let's go for a picnic.
312 pile купчина The rubbish was left in a pile on the floor.
313 place място We were looking for a place to eat.
314 plant растение I just saw a new plant in the garden.
315 plenty много They always give us plenty to eat.
316 plum слива I will take only one plum from the fruit basket.
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317 point точка You will receive one point for each correct answer.

318 pole полюс Due to its exceptionally harsh climate, there are no plants or animals 
at the South Pole.

319 policeman полицай The policeman stopped the fight before it started.
320 pool басейн Does the hotel have a pool?
321 possess притежавам They possess property all over the world.
322 pour изливам Pour the sauce over the pasta.
323 prefer предпочитам I prefer not to think about it.
324 pretend преструвам се I'm tired of having to pretend all the time.
325 print печатам Click on the icon when you want to print.
326 prize награда The prize for the finalists is a summer camp.
327 process процес We are in the process of selling our house. 
328 produce произвеждам We will produce a new product line this fall.
329 proficient умел He is a proficient driver.
330 project проект Our final project is to make a poster.
331 pronunciation произношение Your pronunciation is excellent.
332 protection защита He asked to be put under police protection.
333 provide осигурявам We will provide lunch during the conference.
334 purple лилав Purple is my favorite color.
335 purse портмоне She took a coin out of her purse and gave it to the child.
336 puzzle пъзeл I put together the pieces of the puzzle.

337 pyjamas/ 
pajamas пижама I never wear pyjamas during the summer.

338 question въпрос I cannot give a good answer to this question.
339 quick бърз These cakes are very quick and easy to make.
340 quit отказвам се от I should quit smoking.

341 quiz викторина We will include a quiz in the program that will test the knowledge of 
the participants.

342 radio радио Did you hear his interview on the radio?
343 rail релса The left rail of the railroad is damaged.
344 rainy дъждовно It is rainy today and I will stay at home.
345 rat плъх Our cat caught a big rat in the yard this morning.
346 raw суров It is healthy to eat raw nuts.
347 reach достигам до You can only reach this beach by boat.
348 ready готов I am not ready to go to school, yet. 
349 reaction реакция What was his reaction to the news?
350 recipe рецепта I have a new recipe for chicken soup.
351 record записвам He used a video app on his phone to record the concert. 
352 reduce намалявам He will reduce the price of the car 10% if it doesn't sell this weekend.
353 reflect отразявам The white walls will reflect the bright afternoon sun well.
354 regret съжалявам I regret that I cannot help.
355 relief облекчение It is a great relief to find you here.
356 remember помня I don't remember my first day at school.
357 remove отстранявам It was impossible to remove the stain from the sweater.
358 research проучване I've done some research to find the cheapest way of travelling there.

359 resolve намирам 
решение Both sides met in order to try to resolve the problem.

360 respectful почтителен The students stood at a respectful distance.
361 replacement заместник My colleague is sick and I should find a replacement for her.
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362 require изисквам These pets require a lot of care and attention.
363 resist устоявам I finished the cake, I couldn't resist it.
364 result резултат He made one big mistake, and, as a result, he lost his job.
365 retire пенсионирам се She was forced to retire early from teaching because of ill health.
366 reward награда You deserve a reward for being so helpful.
367 riddle гатанка I know the answer to this riddle.
368 ring пръстен Maria received a diamond ring from her future husband.
369 roast пека I will roast a chicken for dinner.
370 room стая My room is always clean and tidy.
371 rotate завъртам To open the door, rotate the handle gently.
372 round кръгъл We bought a round table for the kitchen.
373 rush бързам Don't rush: take your time.
374 safe безопасен The street is not safe for children to play.
375 salad салата To prepare the salad you have to mix the vegetables.
376 salt сол You put too much salt in the soup.
377 scarcely едва I scarcely know him.
378 scarf шал My new scarf is made of Japanese silk.
379 school училище My school is in the very center of the town.
380 scratch драскам Be careful not to scratch the furniture.
381 seal тюлен A seal lives near and in the sea and eats fish.
382 season сезон Summer is my favorite season.
383 security сигурност They need to improve security here - anyone can just walk in.
384 sensitive чувствителен She is very sensitive to other people's feelings.
385 separate отделен The school is housed in two separate buildings.
386 serious сериозен Please be serious for a minute, it is very important.
387 sew шия My mother taught me how to sew.
388 shade сянка Stay in the shade - it is cooler.
389 shell раковина I found a very beautiful shell on the beach.
390 ship кораб The big cruise ship just left the port.
391 sigh въздишка She let out a sigh of relief.
392 silk коприна My party dress is made of pink silk.
393 snail охлюв А snail moves slowly.
394 sneeze кихам Use a tissue when you sneeze.
395 soap сапун The new soap in the bathroom smells so good.

396 solve намирам 
решение You can't solve anything by just running away.

397 source източник The tiny window was the only source of light.
398 space пространство That desk takes up too much space.
399 speak говоря I saw her in the street but we didn't speak.
400 speech реч I gave a speech at the official dinner.
401 sparkle блестя The water drops sparkle in the sun.
402 spice подправка You put too much spice in the cake.
403 splash плясък We heard the splash when she fell into the pool.
404 spoon лъжица I will need a bigger spoon for the soup.
405 squeeze изстисквам Squeeze toothpaste from the tube onto the toothbrush.
406 squid калмар I had grilled squid and green salad for dinner.

407 stamp печат I forgot to put a stamp on the form and it was not accepted in the 
bank.
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408 steal крада It is not good to steal ideas from colleagues.
409 steep стръмен The ski tracks in Bansko are steep.
410 stick лепя We used glue to stick the broken pieces together.
411 stomach стомах You shouldn't exercise on a full stomach.
412 stone камък In the past most of the houses were built of stone.
413 straight направо Go straight and then turn right.

414 strategy стратегия The teacher had to develop a strategy to deal with the naughty 
students.

415 street улица It's not safe to walk along this street at night.
416 strength сила He pushed against the rock with all his strength.
417 string струна The musician had to change a string on the violin after it snapped.
418 struggle боря се Leaders continuously struggle for power.
419 style стил The new teacher has a different teaching style.
420 submit предавам I will submit my documents to the director tomorrow.
421 success успех What's the secret of your success?
422 suffer страдам They all suffer from asthma.
423 sugar захар I never put sugar in my tea.
424 suit костюм I bought a new suit for my sister's wedding. 
425 summer лято Summer is my favorite season.
426 support подкрепа I would like to thank you for all your support while I was sick.
427 survive оцелявам Don't worry, it's only a scratch - you'll survive.
428 swallow лястовица The swallow built its nest under the roof.
429 sweep мета I will sweep the floor with the new broom.
430 switch разменям Do you think she'll notice if I switch my glass with hers?
431 sympathy съчувствие I wish he'd show me a little more sympathy.
432 table маса John called the restaurant and booked a table for two.
433 taste вкус Sugar has a sweet taste.
434 team отбор Our soccer team won the match.
435 temperate умерен Regions with temperate climate have four seasons.
436 tension напрежение I felt a lot of tension in the room.
437 terrible ужасен The room was left in a terrible mess.
438 ticket билет A bus ticket to Varna costs 30 leva.
439 tidy подреден I always keep my room tidy and clean.
440 time време I do not have time to prepare my homework.
441 tomorrow утре I will take the day off tomorrow to relax at home.
442 touch докосвам Don't touch the nettle plant, it will sting.
443 toy играчка I will buy a new toy for my son as he loves to play. 
444 train влак I missed the last bus and had to come back to Sofia by train.
445 transfer прехвърлям How can I transfer money from my bank account to his?
446 travel пътувам I often travel abroad for work.
447 treat отнасям се към My parents still treat me like a child.
448 triangle триъгълник The sign was in the shape of triangle. 

449 triple троен The triple jump competition was very strong and all athletes improved 
their best results.

450 truth истина Do you think she's telling the truth?
451 twist извивам Twist the wire to form a circle.
452 typical типичен This weather is not typical for July.
453 umbrella чадър I forgot my umbrella and it rained all day.
454 understand разбирам Do you understand the instructions?
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455 unemployed безработен The number of the unemployed people increased during the last year.
456 unite обединявам His aim was to unite Italy.
457 until докато Let's wait until the rain stops.
458 update осъвременявам We have to update our records regularly.
459 useful полезен I learned some useful things at the training.
460 vary варирам Prices vary according to the type of room you require.

461 vehicle превозно 
средство Are you the driver of this vehicle?

462 venue място за 
провеждане The venue for the conference was selected very carefully.

463 verse стих Most of the play is written in verse, but some of it is in prose.
464 very много I read a very interested book during my summer vacation.
465 view гледка I enjoyed the view from my balcony.
466 vision зрение Cats have good night vision.
467 visit посещавам I visit my parents once a month.
468 vital жизненоважен Vitamins are vital for good health.
469 vocabulary речников запас Reading will increase your vocabulary.
470 volcano вулкан An active volcano may erupt at any time.
471 vote гласувам How did you vote in the last election?
472 waist талия She wore a wide belt around her waist.
473 walk ходя The baby is just learning to walk.
474 wall стена The Great Wall is among the most famous attractions of China.
475 walnut орех I ate just one walnut though the bag was full. 
476 warn предупреждавам I tried to warn him but he wouldn't listen.
477 waste хабя I do not want to waste my time by reading this book.
478 wash мия I always wash my hands before sitting at the table.
479 water вода I drink a lot of water everyday.
480 way начин I hate the way she always critisizes me. 
481 weather време We enjoyed the warm weather last week.
482 weird странен He has some weird ideas and I can not understand them.
483 whale кит A whale is a very large mammal that lives in the sea.
484 wheel колело The left front wheel of the car has a flat tire.
485 whisper шепна To start the game you have to whisper a word in your neighbor's ear.
486 whistle свиркам They often whistle for the dog when it disappears behind the corner. 
487 wife съпруга My brother's wife is a doctor.
488 wig перука The young actor has to wear a wig for his new role.
489 wind вятър The wind is blowing from the south.
490 wire жица The telephone wire had been cut.
491 wizard магьосник All the kids were scared by the old wizard with the long beard. 
492 wood дървен материал Granny's house is made of wood.
493 wrestling борба Wrestling is an Olympic sport.
494 wrong грешен I took a wrong turn and got lost.
495 yawn прозявка He let out a large yawn before heading to the bed.
496 yarn прежда My grandmother bought some red yarn for the sweater she is knitting. 
497 year година Next year I will turn 15.
498 yummy вкусен The cake was yummy.
499 zero нула The temperature had fallen to zero.

500 zoology  зоология While I studied zoology, I learned a lot of interesting things about 
different animals.
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